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Risk reduction through portfo1io diversification is the heart of modern portfo1io theory. A 
portfo1io is a coIIection of different financia1 assets that one investor owns. The portfo1io owner 
can reduce the average risk on the assets by ho1ding more than one asset without reducing the 
expected return; this is caIled portfo1io diversification. 
One of the most important frameworks of ana1yzing financia1 markets is modern portfo1io 
theory. This reflects the circumstances in which financia1 investment decisions have increasing1y 
dominated actua1 financia1 markets wor1dwide. Modern portfo1io theory originated with H. 
Markowitz (1952) and has been extended to the capita1 asset pricing mode1， which w出 deve10ped
by W. F. Sharpe (1964) through introducing the concept ofriskfree asset by 1. Tobin (1958). 
The purpose of this paper is to consider risk reduction power of portfo1io diversification. In 
Section 2， we begin to set out the investor's preference function and exp1ain Marlωwitz 
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diversification. In Section 3， by the introduction of the riskfree asset and the出 sumptionof 
borrowing and lending， we derive the capital market line as the new efficient frontier and locate an 
optimal portfolio graphically. In Section 4， by introducing the concept of beta， the relationship 
between an individual security‘s expected return and its market risk is considered， and then the 
equilibrium price of the security is examined. Finally， we make some comments on the 
limitations of diversification strategy. 
2. Markowitz Diversification 
2.1. The Investor's Preference Function 
The objective of investors is to maximize their rate of return or， more precisely， the terminal 
value of their investments. Their investment decisions are based upon their expectations about 
the future performances of available financial出 sets. However， the future performances are 
uncertain and cannot be known in advance precisely. That is to say， investors have to choose 
their portfolios under conditions of uncertainty. MarJωwitz (1952) dealt with this uncertainty by 
viewing the rate of return as a random variable， i.e.， a variable whose value is decided by chance， 
and supposed that an investor thinks of the possible future returns in terms of some symmetrical 
probability distribution， which is known as a normal distribution.' The normal distribution can 
be summarized by only two parameters: its mean (or its expected value) and its standard deviation. 
In assessing the desirability of a particular investment， the investor is supposed to take account of 
both these parameters.2 The mean of the probability distribution of possible returns is the 
expected return. The risk of an asset stems from variability of its possible returns. The spread 
of possible returns is expressed by the variance and/or the standard deviation. 
The investor's preference can be represented by a utility function: 
(1) U=f(E(r)，σr) 
where E(r) is the expected return and σis the standard deviation. It is assumed that an 
investor prefers a higher expected return to a lower one， other things been equal， and a lower value 
of σr to a greater level， given the level of E(r): 
1 Markowitz's mean-v;回 anceportfolio analysis is apropriate under this asumption. Gujarati (1999， p.6) pointed out that， when the 
value of a random variable depends on a number of factors， experience has shown that the random variable is likely to be normaly 
distributed 
2 Ifthe investor takes acount of only expected retums on his portfolio， hewould hold al his funds in the financial aset with the highest 
expected retum. But diversification is curently observed in the choice of portfolio. Markowitz (1952) pointed out that the investor 
considers not only expected retum a desirable thing but also risk， which isdefined as variance of retum， anundesirable thing， andhe 
revealed that the portfolio owner can redu田 theaverage risk on the asets for a given expected return by portfolio diversification 
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These assumptions imply that the investor is risk averse and his preference will be depicted as 
quasi-concave upward-sloping indi白'erencecurves in E(r) and σr space. 
The dominance principle is derived from assumptions about the investor's preference. The 
principle is that assets with the lowest risk dominate those with a given expected return; in 
addition or in lieu of this， the asset with the highest expected return dominates among those with 
the same level of risk. The set of investment opportunities that satisfies the dominance principle 
is called the e仔icientportfolios. Therefore， the efficient portfolios dominate al other feasible 
portfolios， and the set of al possible efficient portfolios is depicted as the efficient frontier. 
2.2. Markowitz Efficient Frontier 
To understand the essence of Markowitz diversification， we need to consider the nature of the 
efficient set of po口folios. We first define portfolio returns and risk. Suppose that a po伐foliois 
composed of only two securities， X and Y. The expected return， E(rx) on security X iscomputed 
by summing the products of the rates of return and their respective probabilities. The expected 
return for the portfolio， E(rp) is the weighted average of the returns from the two securities: 
(3) E(rp)ニ wxE(rx)十wyE(ry) 
where wx. Wy = the weights of individual securities in the portfolio. 
The risk of security X is represented by the variance， Var (rx) which is the probability-
weighted average of the squared deviations from the mean. The standard deviation，σrx is the 
square root of the variance: (J' rx =戸芯7DdmgpMhlio risk is mmcomplex than 
portfolio returns because returns on individual securities are related to one another in financial 
markets. That is， variability of portfolio returns is the mixture of variability of returns for 
respective securities and their comovement. 
A statistical measure of computing how two random variables are related is the covariance. 
The covariance between returns on the two securities， X and Y isdefined as: 
(4) Cov (rx， ry) = Expected value of[(rx -E(rx))x (ry-E(ry)] 
where rx and ry are the actual returns for security X and Y. But the covariance is not a rigorous 
measure of how "strongly" the two variables are related. This is because the covariance is 
atfected by the standard deviations of returns for individual securities. The concept of measuring 
the correlation between the two variables is the correlation coefficient， p X.Y which is defined as: 
COv(rx ，ry) (5) P x.y = Corr (rx，Ty) = -~. ，.A. ，. 1 
σωσ-
'X 'Y 
The correlation coe伍cient，whose value， p X.yalways lies between -1 and +1， makes it cJear how 
strongly the two variables are linearly related. 
Total risk of the two-security portfolio can be caJculated by using its variance-covariance 
matrix (Table 1) and is given by the following formulas. 
(6) ぬr(rp)= σら2= (wxσrx)2+(wyσ仔)2+ 2wXwyCov (rx，ry) 
= (wxσrx)2+(Wyση)2 + 2wXwyσrxσryρx.y・
(7)σう = ~(wxσq)2+(wyσJ2+2(wxσrx )(Wyσry)PX，y・
Note that the total portfolio risk consists of two elements: the weighted risk of component 
securities and the weighted covariance between securities. The portfolio risk can vary with the 
correlation between securities X and Y， even though respective risks on individual securities 
remain unchanged. Figure 1 shows the possible values of E (rp) and σら obtainablewith 
different combinations of security X and Y under di釘crentassumptionsabout thc value of prx y-





Figure 1: Efficient Sets Composed of Holdings in Security A and B 
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First， ifthe returns on X and Y move perfectly positively correlated，ρrx y lS 1.0.The 
standard deviation on returns for the portfolio is: 
(8)σら = ~(wxσq)2+(wyσJ2+2(wxσrx )(Wyσry) = (WXσな )+(Wyσ仔)
Equation (8) shows that the portfolio risk is not reduced below the IeveI of weighted average risk 
of security X and Y by holding two securities in combination. As the sum of Wx and Wy equaIs 
one， we can get: 
(9)σら Wxσrx+(l-wx)σ作 =σry+ (σrx-σry)WX 
The combinations of security X and Y wiU be Iie along a straight line between two points， X and Y 
since both E(rp) and σらwiUbe Iinear functions.
3 
Second，if the retums on X and Y are not corTelated，prx y is O.In this case，the portfolio 
risk is: 
(10)σぅ=~(wx (Jrx)2 +(W円 )2=や内 +w門
= (WX(Jrx )+(W円 )-~2(wx (Jrx )(W円)
Equation (10) shows that the portfolio risk decreases below the level of weighted average risk of 
securities A and B si附 ~2(wxσrx )(W門)> 0 
Third， ifthe returns on X and Yare perfectly negatively correlated，ρrx y is 1.0.Then，the 
portfolio risk is: 
川 σぅ=Fw内 )2+(昨σ〆-2(w内 )(W円)= (WX(}rx)一(W円)
These resuIts are plotted in Figure 1. Note that the degree of risk reduction depends on the 
correlation between the returns on the two securities， X and Y. As the correlation coefficient 
decreases仕om+ 1 to-1， the amount ofrisk reduction increases企ompoint P to W and Z. In the 
case that the retums oftwo securities have a less-than-perfect positive correlation， the investor can 
3 According to equation (3)， E (ψ)ニwXE(rX) +(1 -wX)E(rηニE(rη十(E(rX)-E(rη)wX
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reduce the portfolio risk more than the level of weighted average risk on the two securities. The 
shape of the efficient合ontiervaries with the value of the correlation coefficient. Indeed， the 
heart of Markowitz diversification is risk reduction by combining assets which are les than 
perfectly， positively correlated. 
Figure 2 shows what happens when the investor has a larger choice of securities. Each cross 
represents the combination ofrisk and retum for a different individual security. When a portfolio 
consists of only two securities， al combinations will be located on a single curve， while with 
many securities the range of attainable combinations covers an entire area. However， the 
investor wilI be interested in only those portfolios that lie along the upper edge depicted by a thick 
curve since only the upper edge can satisfシthedominance principle. The thick curve is called 
the efficient企ontier，which is the efficient set of portfolios of Markowitz diversification. As 
almost alI marketable assets have correlation coe伍cientsbetween 0 and + 1.0， the efficient frontier 
will bulge toward the vertical axis. 




Different investors will select different points of asset allocation on the efficient企ontier
depending on their risk-retum preferences. It is because al asset allocations on the efficient 
frontier obtained by using the Markowitz portfolio analysis are dominant. In other words， itwill 
minimize the investor's portfolio risk at whatever level of expected retum is chosen. A very 
aggressive investor might choose a portfolio towards the lower lefthand end of the efficient 
合ontierlike point G in Figure 2， while a very defensive investor might choose a portfolio at the 
upper righthand end Iike point H. 
There are altemative strategies for diversification， such as simple diversification， 
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interindustry diversification and inter-quality rating diversification. Simple diversification might 
be an easy and effective way of risk reduction. For example， Francis (1993)4 introduced the 
concept that diversification over about 15 randomly selected common stocks will reduce almost al 
of the part of specific risk for the portfolio according to the empirical results. However， the 
superiority of Markowitz diversification over altemative approaches is that it can always 
guarantee attaining the efficient仕ontier. Risk reduction through Markowitz diversification is the 
most effective and scientific way to diversi骨 sinceMarkowitz diversification reveals the 
importance of the correlation between retums of individual securities. 
3. The Efficient Portfolios with a Riskfree Security 
3.1. The CapitaI九1arketLine 
So far， we have considered the optimal combinations of risky securities in portfolios. Now 
we wilI introduce a riskfree asset， such as Treasury bils (TBs). Treasury bils with maturity 
equal to the holding period are regarded as a risk合eeasset since there is no default risk and a fixed 
interest rate is guaranteed. The introduction of the possibility to hold a risk企eesecurity in 
poロfolioshas crucial implications for the efficient仕ontierof Marlωwitz diversification. 
Consider a portfolio consisting of one risk仕eesecurity F and one risky security凡1. The risk 
and the expected retum for the risk仕eesecurity are zero (σrF = 0) and E(rF)， which is equal to the 
riskfree interest rate， r F- The expected retum for the portfolio， E(r T) is a weighted average of the 
retums on these two securities: 
(12) E(rT) = WF E(rF) + WM E(rM) 
= WF rF+ WM E(rM) 
where WF and wM are the weights ofrespective securities， F and M in the portfolio. As the sum of 
WF and WM equals one， then we get: 
(13) E(rT) = wFrF+ wME(rM) 
=(1-wM)rF+wME(rM) 
= rF+ (E(rM)-rF) WM 
The po口foliorisk is just a仕actionofthe risk ofthe risky security M in the portfolio. 
(14) σ斤二 WMσω





By substituting equation (15) for equation (13)， we get: 
E(rM ) -rF (16) E(rT) =η+一一丘一_'_r_σr，σ 
'M 
Equation (16) implies that al combinations of securities F and M must have values of E(rT) and 
σ庁 whichlie along a straight line because of a linear function. The straight line is known as the 
capital market line (CML). The CML presents investors with two prices: the price of time and 
the price ofrisk. The price oftime is the risk仕eeinterest rate which is shown by the intercept of 
the line in Figure 3. The price of risk is the unit price of risk where the unit isσ斤， which is 
E(r 、-r




Figure 3: Combinations of Risky Securities and the Risk合eeSecurities 
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By introducing borrowing and lending the new efficient set with a risk企eesecurity becomes 
the CML. Suppose that investors can lend and borrow money at some risk-合eerate of interest， r F'
If an investor invests some of his money in the risk企eesecurity F and places the remainder in the 
risky security M， he can obtain any combination of E(r) and σr along the straight line joining r F 
and M. Investing in the riskfree security F such as Treasury bils is regarded as lending money to 
the govemment. Conversely， ifthe investor can borrow money at the riskfree interest rate， rF， the 
range of portfolio possibilities can be extended to the right of point M by bo汀owingfunds and 
investing them because borrowing is simply negative lending. 
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For example， ifthe investor is highly aggressive， he would borrow money at the risk合eerate 
to invest more funds in the risky security at point O. Conversely， ifhe is highly risk averse， his 
efficient portfolio would be the combination of the risk合eeand risky securities at point P. This 
is because his utiIity increases合ompoint G and H to 0 and P， respectively. Consequently， the 
efficient set of portfoIios on the CML is dominant over the efficient set on Markowitz 
diversification except for point M. 
The CML leads alI investors to invest in the same risky asset po目白lio，M. Point M in 
Figure 3 isthe point of tangency to the efficient set of risky securities. It provides the investor 
with the best possible oppo此unitiessince it offers the highest ratio of expected excess retum on 
the risky security (E(rM) - rF) to riskσ'M・ Theexpected excess retum on the risky security is 
known as a risk premium. This implies that the investor would always choose the risky security 
of point M. Regardless of the investor's preference， he would never choose any other point on 
the e伍cient合ontiercreated by Markowitz diversification. Only one point， M of the Markowitz 
efficient set remains efficient and the others become inefficient. 
3.2. The Market Portfolio and Undiversifiable Risk 
In general， the tangency portfolio represented by point M is referred to as the market portfolio. 
Why ispoint M the market portfolio? At first， the investor must estimate the expected retums and 
variances for individual securities and the covariances between combinations of securities before 
calculating the efficient set of risky securities. His estimates might not vary much合omother 
investors' estimates， although the possibiIity exists of variation among different investors' 
estimates. This is because al investors would use the same data to form their expectations. 
Under such homogeneous expectations，5 Figure 3 would be the same for al investors and they 
would hold the portfolio of risky securities represented by point M. The portおIiothat al 
investors hold is a market-valued weighted portfolio of al existing securities， such as the Standard 
& Poor's 500. It is calIed the market portfolio. 
The matrix in Table 2 summarizes portfolio risk involving the number of N securities. As N 
increases、thetotal number of terms in the matrix becomes N2， the number of variance terms 
becomes N， and the number of covariance terms thus becomes (N" -N). Portfolio risk with N 
5 In capital market theory the financial market is assumed to be efficient in the sense that prices always “fully reflect" available information 
The term“fully reflect" means that al the information is fully utilized in determining equilibrium prices (or expected returns) on 
securities. Sharpe (1964， p.433) assumed the homogeneity of investor expectations 
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securities can be calculated by summing al the boxes. It is clear that the portfolio risk is more 
dependent on the covariance between the individual securities than on the variance of the 
individual securities. 
Table 2: Matrix ofN-Security Portfolio 
Security N 
(W，σr)ヱ/_，j ¥'，¥'，Co、(r，_r)' WIW~COV (rl人)
W.)W，C!パ(，.，.) W，¥布、Co、("2.ヘ)
N I W;.<W10ハ (r"II)I W，wρ、(ヘ，.) (W，σ1、)'
Table 3: Matrix ofSpecial N-Security Portfolio 
Security N 
(対主 (対F (主)~
(対co ~ (対す (対cO¥ I 
N (主)~ (対z
Source: Ross， Westerfield and Jaffe (1996)， p.267. 
Suppose a special portfoli06 in which al securities possess the same variance (σi2=二;)，al
covariances are the same (Cov(η，勺)= cov)， and al securities are equally weighted in the 
portfolio (wi = 1/N). Now we can alter the matrix to Table 3. By summing across al1 the 
boxes in the matrix， we can get the risk ofthe portfolio with N securities. 
(17) Risk of portfolio = N x (与)高+N(N 制」7)Z二 4Z+(14)Z
lV - IV 川川
As N approaches infinity (∞)， portfolio risk becomes cov. Our special portfolio reveals that 
the variance of the individual securities entirely disappears as the number of securities becomes 
6 See Ross， Westerfield and JafTe (1996)， pp.267-268 
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large. However， the covariance terrn stiI remains. 
Figure 4 ilIustrates the relationship between the variance ofthe special portfoIio's retum and 
the number of securities in the portfoIio. 
(18) Total portfolio risk ( var ) 
= Diversifiable risk ( var -cov ) + Undiversifiable risk ( cov ) 
Diversifiable risk， which is the risk that potentiaIIy can be eIiminated by diversification， isknown 
as specific risk， or unsystematic risk. The specific risk stems合ompecuIiar perils surrounding 
individual companies and often causes the value of shares to diverge considerably from the cu汀ent
market trend. Undiversifiable risk， which is the risk that cannot be avoided， regardless of how 
much one diversifies， iscaIIed market risk， or systematic risk. 
Figure 4: Risk Reduction through Diversification 
U r 
Spt i'ilir ri!-.k 
i 】1 、 (T~I 日目 b!t， J i:-.k 
:¥(I.of 
1 2 3 1九 N SVi'uritil公
5ぃuれe:Saml a、Iηbl'3. ]).269 
As we have seen earIier， the tangency portfolio M is regarded as a market portfoIio. It 
means that point M is equivalent to the portfolio with a quite large number of N securities. 
Hence， itmight be possible to understand that the tangency portfolio M has only the market risk 
and does not include the specific risk. In other words， risks associated with individual assets can 
be completely eIiminated by diversification. The specific risk is not important to investors who 
select a weII-diversified portfolio. The risk of a weII-diversified portfolio depends on the market 
risk ofthe securities included in the po口folio. ConsequentIy， the investor is only interested in the 
portion of market risk. 
By introducing the CML with risk仕eeborrowing and lending， investors can separate their 
decisions of selecting the efficient portfolio into two stages.7 The first stage is that the investor 
7 This analyticaI procedure was tirst introduced by Tobin (1958) for the case in which the riskfree rate is zero (cash) 
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calculates the efficient set of risky securities， depicted by a curved， thick line and then determines 
point M， which is the tangency between the risk合間 rateand the curve. The second stage is to 
determine how the investor will combine point M with the risk仕eesecurity depending on his risk 
preference. This division ofthe investment decision合omthe financing decision is referred to as 
the separation theorem. 
It is important to note that many altemative combinations of risky assets at point M with 
borrowing or lending money are efficient. All such combinations must be perfectly positively 
correlated because they lie along the CML， which means a linear relationship between E(r) and 
σr • This implies that the retums合omportfolios along the CML have perfectly positively 
correlated systematic fluctuations in the market. That is， portfolio risks presented along the CML 
only contain market risk since the portion of unsystematic risk have diversified away to zero. 
This means that the specific risk of an asset will be offset by the unique variability of the other 
assets making up the portfolio. This provides a key to the relationship between the expected 
retums (or the prices) of securities and market risk. 
4. CapitaI Asset Prices 
4.1. Beta Coefficients as a Measurement of Market Risk 
An investor holding a well-diversified portfolio considers the variance of his portfolio's 
retum as the measure of his portfolio risk. However， he is no longer interested in the variance of 
each security's retum because it can be eliminated through diversification. Now the investor 
would be interested in the contribution of an individual security to the risk of a well-diversified 
portfolio. This is measured by beta (β)， which represents the sensitivity of a change in the 
retぽnof an individual security to the change in retum of the market po此folio. Beta can be 
defined as: 
C'ov(η rM ) (19)β1 = 、J"M
σ"(rM) 
where Cov(η，rM ) isthe covariance between the retum on asset 1 and the retum on the market 
portfolio M and σ2 ( r M) is the variance of the market retum. Beta is just the standardized 
measure of market risk since it relates the covariance to the variance of the market portfolio as 
shown in equation (19). 
The market portfolio has a beta of 1. If the beta of a security is greater than 1， the security 
has higher systematic risk than the market， which implies that it is more volatile than the market 
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portfolio. This type of security is called an aggressive asset. Conversely， ifthe beta of a 
security is smaller than 1， the asset has lower systematic risk than the market， which implies that it 
is more stable than the market portfolio. This typ巳 ofasset is called a defensive asset. A 
risk仕切 assetsuch as TBs has a beta of 0 because the retum on TBs is fixed and it is unaffected by 
the market. These can be explained by using a numerical example. 
Suppose that there are two types of securities: an aggressive asset， A， and a defensive asset， D. 
It is assumed that there are four states in a security market and each state happens equally. The 
possible retums on two securities and the retum on the market are summarized by Table 4. The 
retum on the market has only two possible outcomes while the retum on each security has four 
possible outcomes. 
Table 4: Retums on Security A and D 
(%) 
SUtp Typ{ of (_'(、ul(旧 Iy Ht'ttl:"ll ')11 Rt'tlfl ()Il Rl'tIr!1川1
market 日cc.lrityA 詰('curltyD 
I Bull 15 3D 10 
E Bull 15 20 1:> 
皿 Bear 一10 -2D 日
孔' Bear 10 -:30 5 
ー
Table 5 shows the expected retums on individual securities for a given retum on the market. 
The expected retums on securities A and D for each of the two possible retums on the market are 
plo抗edin Figure 5. These two points of each security are joined by a line. The line is called the 
characteristic regression line. The slope of the line presents the covariance of an individual 
security with the market retum， that is， the beta coefficient. The beta of security A is1.5 and the 
beta of security D is 0.5. When an investor holding the market portfolio is considering the 
addition of one security to his portfolio， he will view security A as contributing much to the risk of 
the portfolio. This is because security A is more responsive to movements in the market. 
Security D will be viewed as contributing less to the risk ofthe portfolio. 
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Table 5: Expected Returns on Security A and D 
Retu!"ll OP 
E'¥pvc!t:d Expt じ{(.d
Type of t'conollly return (}Jl rl'tUI tl 011 
m;lrkd ~l'Cllnt\' へ :--t'cutir¥' D 
Bull 15 25 12.5 
Bcar 一10 25 o 










Ch ‘ Ir <l('{(， fl~!IC れ広 le~ :-，îoll lill' 
1)[ Sζ【lIrityA 
仁Il，II"<I，'!とn叶!l'rl'gll':-'、i()lli:l'
of Sccurity J) 
!~('I \l nl 川 l
Il Ll rI..H ド~o)
The characteristic regression line of security A is represented by: 
(20) rA =αA+sArM+eA 
where rA is the return on the security A， 
αA is the value ofthe intercept， 
βA is the slope ofthe line， showing the relationship between the return on this 
security and the return on the market， 
rM is the average return on the market， and 
e A is the random error term. 
The risk of security A is expressed by the variance of r A : 
(21) Var(rA) = Var(βArM)+Var(eA) 
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=βA2var(rM)+Var(EA) 
月 2_ 2 
=TAσrM -+σeA 
βA2σω2 represents market risk (variance) and σe A2 isspeci fic risk (variance)・ σω2is treated 
as a constant since investors cannot influence it， and then βA is treated as the measure of market 
risk of security A. In this simple numerical example， the characteristic regression lines8 of 
security A and D are given by : 
(22)ι =-5+1.5rM 
(23) 弘=5+0.5rM
4.2. The Security島1arketLine 
The investor will prefer a security with low market risk to a security with high market risk 
because of risk averse behavior. Consequently， the security with a low beta coefficient will be 
sold at a relatively high market price and the security with a high beta coefficient will be sold at a 
relatively low market price. The relationship between the expected retum of a security and its 
market price is given by: 
(expected capital gain or loss + expected cash dividends) 
(24) E(r) = 
purchase price at the market 
As the market price of the security increases， other things being equal， the expected retum 
decreases， and vice versa. This implies that the security with a high beta coefficient yields a high 
expected retum. The main insight here is that only a part of market risk of individual securities司
which is measured by beta coefficicms， would be priced in the security market. It reveals that， by 
introducing the concept of beta coefficients， the prices of securities are not determined by total risk 
consisting of market risk (or systematic risk) and specific risk (or unsystematic risk)， but are 
determined by only the level of market risk. Therefore， the expected excess retum on security A 
to the risk企eesecurity F isequal to the expected excess retum on the market portfolio M to the 
riskfree security F multiplying the responsiveness of the security A to covary with the market 
retum: 
8 Generally， toestimate a security's beta coefficient we use a statistical technique called the method of ordinary least squares in regression 
analysis 
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(25) E(rA) -rF =βA[E(rM )-rF] 
(26) E(日)=η+βA[E(rM)-rF]
Equation (26) implies that the expected retum on security A islinearly related to its beta， which is 
referred to as the capital asset pricing model (the CAPM). Hence， the CAPM demonstrates a 
positive relation between beta and the expected rate ofretum which is required in order to attract 
investors. The CAPM can be represented graphically by the upward-sloping line in Figure 6. 
The line is called the security market line (SML). The SMU intercepts the vertical axis at rF and 
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The SML tels us the relationship between expected retum on an individual security and beta 
of the security in equilibrium. For example， ifsecurity A's expected retum lies below the line at 
AH， the investor could get a higher expected retum on A for the same beta by borrowing 50 cents 
for every dollar of his own money and investing in the market portfolio. Therefore， there is 
nobody who wants to hold security A. Security A is priced too high at AH because its expected 
retum is below the rate of retum that investors require to induce them to accept its market risk. 
Conversely， ifsecurity D's expected retum lies above the line at DL， the investor could get a higher 
expected retum at DL than holding a mixture with half of the riskfre巴 securityand half in the 
market portfolio at the same level ofbeta， 0.5. Then， everybody wants to buy security D. 
9 The SML in Figure 6 and the CML in Figure 3 are often confused， but the lines are quite different. The CML depicts the e百icientset of 
portfolios constructed by the market portfolio and the riskfree security. Each point on the line indicates an e節目entportfolio. Thus， 
onlye節目entportfolios will lie 011 the CML. On the other hand， the SML plots the日lationshipofan individual security's expected 
retum to beta 
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However， the above situation cannot continue for a long time. So long as arbitrage 
opportunities existlO， the price of security A will fal仕omselling pressure in the market， while the 
price of security D will rise合ombuying pressure. These price readjustments lead the expected 
retums of A and D to their required rate of retum positions at point AE and point DE on the SML. 
Thus， each and every security must lie on the SML in equilibrium. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper， we have considered the optimal portfolio choice through risk diversification. 
The efficient set ofportfolios with risky securities is located on the efficient合ontierof Markowitz 
diversification. Markowitz diversification depends on risk reduction by combining risky assets 
that less than perfectly positively correlated. By introducing the riskfree security and the 
assumption of borrowing and lending at the risk仕切 interestrate， the efficient set of risky 
securities is uniquely determined at the tangency point of the CML and the Markowitz efficient 
合ontier. The optimal portfolio with a risk合eesecurity becomes the point oftangency between an 
investor's highest indifference curve and the CML. Hence the CML dominates the Markowitz 
efficient仕ontier.
The CML leads investors to invest in the same risky asset portfolio， M， which is refe汀edto as 
the market portfolio. Therefore， individual investors should select their position on the CLM 
depending on their risk preferences. This means that the investors' decision for selecting their 
optimal portfolio is clearly divided into the investment decision and the financing decision. 
Their investment decision is uniquely determined at point M but their financing decision can differ 
only in terms oftheir position on the CML. This is called the separation theorem. 
AlI portfolios on the CML are perfectly positively correlated; in other words， they are 
perfectly positively correlated with the well-diversified market portfolio M. These diversification 
strategies can effectively reduce portfolio risk， ormore precisely， completely eliminate the speci行c
risk while the market risk stil remains. Consequently， the investor holding a well-diversified 
portfolio is no longer interested in the specific risk of individual risky securities. Only the 
market risk of individual securities， which is measured by a beta coefficient， isfocused on 
determining portfolio selection. The main insight ofthe capital asset pricing model was that only 
IOThe CAPM depends on the no arbitrage condition 
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the market risk of individual securities would be priced in the market. 
Sources of market risk arise合omchanges in the economic， political， and international 
environment that affect securities markets. The altering forces of bul1 and bear markets such as a 
business cycle also cause market risk. By increasing the portion of the riskfree security on the 
CML， the investor can choose a relatively low level of total portfolio risk. But this implication 
stands on the premise that the level of market risk is stable over a certain investment period. The 
e釘ectivenessof such s廿ategyseems to decrease in any period in which the market risk becomes a 
crucial determinant for the total portfolio risk. 
Recent1y there have been many cases in which the level of market risk has suddenly changed 
(emerging market crises). This is partly because a large number of domestic tinancial markets 
including LDCs have been closely interrelated through recent tinancIalliberalization. Contagion 
effects in the Asian economic crisis symbolize such situations. Even a wel1-diversitied portfolio 
cannot avoid and overcome such drastic economic changes. It seems that market risk has 
become increasingly important in the trend of tinancial globalization. We have to bear in mind 
the e宜ectivenessand limitation of diversitication strategy. 
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